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Abstract
The Chisholm forest fire that burned in Alberta, Canada, in May 2001 resulted in injec-
tion of substantial amounts of smoke into the lower stratosphere. We used the cloud-
resolving plume model ATHAM (Active Tracer High resolution Atmospheric Model) to
investigate the importance of different contributing factors to the severe intensification5
of the convection induced by the Chisholm fire and the subsequent injection of biomass
smoke into the lower stratosphere. The simulations show strong sensitivity of the pyro-
convection to background meteorology. This explains the observed coincidence of the
convective blow-up of the fire plume and the passage of a synoptic cold front.
Furthermore, we performed model sensitivity studies to the rate of release of sensi-10
ble heat and water vapor from the fire. The release of sensible heat by the fire plays a
dominant role for the dynamic development of the pyro-cumulonimbus cloud (pyroCb)
and the height to which smoke is transported. While the convection is very sensitive to
the heat flux from the fire, the emissions of water vapor play a less significant role.
The aerosol burden in the plume has a strong impact on the microphysical structure15
of the resulting convective cloud. The dynamic evolution of the pyroCb, however, is
only weakly sensitive to the abundance of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) from the
fire. In contrast to previous findings by other studies of convective clouds, we found that
fire CCN have a negative effect on the convection dynamics because they give rise to
a delay in the freezing of cloud droplets. Even in a simulation without fire CCN, there20
is no precipitation formation within the updraft region of the pyroCb. Enhancement
of convection by aerosols as reported from studies of other cases of convection is
therefore not found in our study.
1 Introduction
Large forest fires regularly release enough energy to lift the smoke-laden air beyond25
the condensation level, resulting in the formation of a cumulus cloud. Deep-convective
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storm clouds induced by fires are often referred to as pyro-cumulonimbus (pyroCb)
(Fromm et al., 2005; Damoah et al., 2006). Due to the fire emissions of sensible heat,
latent heat in the form of water vapor, and aerosol particles that can act as cloud con-
densation nuclei (CCN), pyroCbs have unique dynamic and microphysical structures. It
is well established that severe convection is an important mechanism for troposphere-5
to-stratosphere transport in the mid-latitudes (Wang, 2003; Mullendore et al., 2005).
Similarly, pyroCbs can reach to the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UT/LS)
(Fromm and Servranckx, 2003; Fromm et al., 2005). Due to the coincidence of the fire
heating and the extremely high abundance of aerosol particles and trace gases, such
as CO and NOx, in forest fire smoke, pyro-convection is a very efficient mechanism for10
the vertical transport of these tracers and potentially contributes substantially to their
budgets in the UT/LS.
Several studies report observations of smoke gases and aerosol particles in the
stratosphere. Fromm and Servranckx (2003) analyzed satellite observations of the
Chisholm fire plume and showed that it resulted in injection of smoke into the lower15
stratosphere. The number of such reports from different years suggests that severe
pyro-convection with subsequent stratospheric injection is not a singular event but
rather a fairly common phenomenon in boreal regions (Fromm et al., 2004, 2000, 2005;
Waibel et al., 1999; Jost et al., 2004). Hence, biomass burning emerges as an addi-
tional, previously underestimated source of aerosol and trace gases to the UT/LS re-20
gion. The residence time of smoke is greatly enhanced at such high altitudes due to
the absence of efficient removal processes such as wet deposition.
Smoke aerosol particles scatter and absorb solar radiation and therefore exert a
strong effect on the Earth’s radiation budget. The radiative forcing significantly depends
on the altitude of the aerosol, particularly in the case of absorbing aerosol (Cook and25
Highwood, 2004). The stratospheric aerosol burden has a substantial influence on
climate. It is well established that major volcanic eruptions have resulted in significant
surface cooling on timescales of up to two to three years in low latitudes and have
also altered atmospheric dynamics leading to mid-latitude winter warming over the
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northern continents (Robock, 2000). Similar, yet weaker effects are to be expected
from stratospheric layers of biomass burning smoke (Fromm et al., 2004). The injection
of smoke also has the potential to significantly perturb lower stratospheric chemistry.
The smoke alters the ozone chemistry through both gas phase processes induced by
the injected smoke gases as well as heterogenous processes on the aerosol particles.5
Fromm et al. (2005) report observations of enhanced ozone in a lower stratospheric
smoke plume.
Detailed investigations of pyro-convection on the spatial scale of individual events
using cloud-resolving models (CRMs) are very important for the study of the vertical
and cross-isentropic transport mechanisms responsible for stratospheric injection. Jost10
et al. (2004) reported in-situ observations of smoke, originating from a boreal forest fire,
deep in the stratosphere at potential temperatures of 380 to 390K over Florida in July
2002. They also performed calculations with a Lagrangian transport model based on
the European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) reanalysis
with a horizontal resolution of 0.5×0.5 degrees. The vertical transport in the model15
calculation, however, was not strong enough to reproduce the observed altitude of the
smoke layer. Similarly, while Damoah et al. (2006) were able to reproduce the overall
features of the smoke plume, their Lagrangian particle dispersion model simulations
underestimated the observed plume height even when a convective transport parame-
terization was activated.20
Atmospheric convection is one of the most complex problems in geophysical fluid
dynamics (Emanuel, 1994). The evolution of deep convection depends on the ambient
profiles of temperature, humidity and wind shear (e.g. Houze, 1993). Deep convection
over land is typically initiated by inhomogeneities at the surface, such as orography,
areas of low albedo and heat sources at the ground, or by frontal lifting in synoptic sys-25
tems. In the case of convection triggered by forest fires, the fire emissions of sensible
heat, latent heat in the form of water vapor, and aerosol particles acting as CCN are
additional parameters influencing cloud dynamics. We assessed the effects of the pa-
rameters most relevant to pyro-convection individually in a series of model simulations.
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These variables interact in a complex and non-linear way. Due to the complexity of
our simulations and computational limitations, it was not, however, possible to perform
an exhaustive number of simulations to cover the entire multi-dimensional parameter
space.
The sensitivity studies presented here enable us to provide a fundamental under-5
standing of relevant physical processes and to identify the key mechanisms for the de-
velopment of the extremely vigorous pyro-convection that occurred over the Chisholm
fire (Fromm and Servranckx, 2003). In the existing literature, there is not much
knowledge about the relative significance of fire heating, moisture release, aerosol-
microphysics interactions, and meteorology for the enhancement of wildfire-induced10
pyro-convection. For the scenario of large-scale urban fires created from a nuclear
burst, Penner et al. (1986) concluded from numerical simulations that the amount of
smoke deposited in the stratosphere critically depends on the intensity of the heat re-
leased, the background stability of the atmosphere, the amount of water vapor in the
background atmosphere, and the background wind speeds. In a similar study, Small15
and Heikes (1988) found the sensitivity of the convection to ambient moisture to be
particularly significant. This is consistent with evidence that the occurrence of pyroCbs
tends to coincide with passing cold fronts, during which the convective instability and
humidity of the background atmosphere is high (Fromm and Servranckx, 2003; Fromm
et al., 2005). Potter (2005) postulated that moisture released by the fire itself can also20
play an important role in the dynamics of convection induced by wildfires.
Recent observational studies found evidence that microphysical effects of aerosol
pollution can significantly enhance the vertical development of convection. Andreae
et al. (2004) reported in-situ observation of pyro-convection and cumulus convection
in smoky conditions in Amazonia which was significantly more vigorous than deep25
convection in clean conditions. From analysis of satellite data, Koren et al. (2005) found
strong correlations between aerosol abundance and cloud top pressure for convective
clouds over the northern Atlantic, indicating a positive feedback of aerosol pollution
and convection dynamics. A modeling study of deep-convective tropical clouds by
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Wang (2005) showed that increasing CCN resulted in stronger convection caused by
increased condensation. Such aerosol-cloud interactions, however, critically depend
on the specific temperature and humidity profiles (Graf, 2004).
The Chisholm fire was located at 54.5◦N, 114.5◦W in Alberta, Canada and resulted
in severe pyro-convection on 28/29 May 2001. It is a particularly well documented5
case of biomass smoke injection into the stratosphere and therefore is well suited as
a case study. In their paper, Fromm and Servranckx (2003) were able to establish a
direct connection between the observations of the Chisholm pyroCb convection and a
smoke layer that was observed in the UT/LS region in the subsequent days. This event
gave rise to significantly enhanced lower stratospheric aerosol burden in the northern10
summer of 2001 (Fromm and Servranckx, 2003). Analysis of remote sensing data from
space-borne platforms as well as RADAR data provide us with a detailed picture of the
evolution of this pyroCb event (Rosenfeld et al., 2006)1.
Here and in the companion paper by Trentmann et al. (2006) we present, for the
first time, three-dimensional model simulations of wildfire-induced cross-tropopause15
transport of biomass burning smoke and its sensitivity to fire activity and background
meteorology. Whereas Trentmann et al. (2006) present and discuss the results from
the reference simulation, this paper focuses on the sensitivity studies conducted. It
is organized as follows. In the next section, the ATHAM model and its setup for the
simulation of the Chisholm fire are described. The variability of various parameters20
is discussed and the sensitivity studies conducted are described in Sect. 3. Results
from the sensitivity studies are presented and discussed in Sect. 4. A summary and
concluding remarks follow in the last section.
1Rosenfeld, D., Fromm, M., Trentmann, J., et al.: The Chisholm firestorm: observed mi-
crostructure, precipitation and lightning activity, in preparation, 2006.
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2 Model setup
All simulations presented here were performed with the Active Tracer High resolution
Atmospheric Model (ATHAM) (Oberhuber et al., 1998; Graf et al., 1999; Herzog et al.,
1998). The dynamic core of ATHAM is based on a centered differences discretization
of the governing equations. The tracer advection is formulated in mass-conserving5
form. For realistic simulation of entrainment of environmental air into the plume, sub-
grid scale turbulence is explicitly parameterized using an extended TKE approach with
anisotropic representation of horizontal and vertical turbulence (Herzog et al., 2003).
The microphysics is represented using a two-moment scheme with four hydrometeor
classes (cloud droplets, rain drops, small ice crystals, graupel) (Textor et al., 2006a,b).10
For all simulation runs presented here, the model was set up in the same way as
described in Trentmann et al. (2006). The fire forcing is assumed to be constant during
the time span simulated and represented as a rectangular front of 15 000m length
and 500m width. The model domain is 85 km in the direction along the fire front and
65 km across, with the upper boundary at 26 000m. The number of grid points used15
is 110×85 in the x- and y-directions and 100 in the z-direction. We used a focusing
grid with maximum resolution at the fire and its vicinity, where the gradients of tracer
concentrations and temperature are largest. Towards the edges of the model domain,
the grid spacing is larger. In the horizontal, the minimum grid spacing was set to 100m
perpendicular to the fire front and 500m along the front. In the vertical, we used two20
regions of enhanced spatial resolution: the grid spacing was 50m at the ground and,
for more accurate simulation of troposphere-to-stratosphere transport, 150m at the
tropopause. In the mid-troposphere, the maximum vertical spacing was 300m.
The reference simulation (REF) is identical to the simulation presented in Trentmann
et al. (2006). The fire was assumed to consume 9 kgm−2 with a rate of spread of25
1.5ms−1. In this simulation run we assumed that 100% of the fire energy goes into
the heating of the atmospheric layer over the fire, i.e., radiative losses were assumed
to be zero. A fuel moisture value of 40% based on dry fuel mass was assumed. For
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the aerosol emissions, we used an emission factor for total particulate matter (TPM)
of 17.6 gTPM kg
−1
fuel (Andreae and Merlet, 2001) and assumed a volume mean diameter
of 0.2µm, which is consistent with Reid et al. (2005). Based on parcel model stud-
ies (Martin Simmel, personal communication), we estimated that 5% of the aerosol
particles from the fire become activated as cloud droplets. This results in an effective5
CCN flux of 2.1×105 m−1 s−1 per unit length of the fire front. Background meteorology
was adopted from radiosonde observations that were performed at Edmonton (53.5◦N,
114.1◦W), about 150 km south of the fire location, at 00:00UTC, shortly before the time
of the blow-up and is likely to closely match the meteorological background condition
for the Chisholm pyroCb.10
3 Sensitivity studies conducted
3.1 Fire activity
The combustion of biomass results in enormous emissions of sensible heat, latent heat
in the form of water vapor, aerosol particles, and trace gases from forest fires. The
emission of sensible heat clearly plays an important role in triggering convection and15
in adding to the buoyancy of smoky air parcels relative to the ambient air. For given
assumptions on the amount of fuel burned, heat of combustion and rate of spread,
the head fire intensity, i.e., the combustion energy per unit time and unit length of the
fire front, can be readily calculated (Byram, 1959). In the case of the Chisholm fire,
these values are documented and discussed in ASRD (2001). Large uncertainties20
are associated with these values, however. In addition, the fraction of the combustion
energy that is lost radiatively without becoming available for the convection is highly
uncertain (Trentmann et al., 2006).
In order to assess the role of the fire sensible heat for the Chisholm pyro-convection,
the two experiments SH50 and SH25 were conducted for which the sensible heat flux25
from the fire was reduced to 50 and 25% of the reference value, respectively (Table 1).
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The combustion of biomass results not only in emission of sensible heat, but also
releases water vapor. Moisture is released through the chemical transformation of
the carbohydrates (combustion moisture) as well as the evaporation of water that was
already contained in the fuel tissue (fuel moisture). According to the stoichiometric
equation for the combustion process (Byram, 1959), in addition to the fuel moisture,5
about 0.5 kg of combustion moisture are released per kg of fuel. Due to the large
amount of duff burned, we estimated that the effective fuel moisture content was 40%,
which yields total water emissions of 0.9 kgH2O kg
−1
fuel (Trentmann et al., 2006). For the
investigation of its impact on the pyro-convection, the simulation noH2O was set up
neglecting water vapor emissions from the fire.10
Since aerosol particles act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), the cloud micro-
physics is strongly affected by their abundance. It is well established that increased
availability of condensation nuclei in polluted clouds results in a much larger number
of cloud droplets being activated compared to clean clouds, giving rise to the indirect
aerosol effects (Lohmann and Feichter, 2005). Droplets compete for a given amount of15
water vapor available, therefore the droplet size distribution in polluted clouds is shifted
to much smaller sizes. As various microphysical processes are strongly sensitive to the
droplet size, the change in size spectrum induced by pollution with aerosol significantly
alters the cloud properties and precipitation efficiency.
For deep-convective cloud systems, aerosol-microphysics interactions can have a20
strong impact on the convection dynamics. As proposed by Rosenfeld (2000), pollution
from aerosols can result in vertically delayed onset or even complete suppression of
precipitation through warm rain formation. On the other hand, if the convection is
sufficiently strong, mixed phase microphysics can lead to stronger precipitation higher
up (Andreae et al., 2004). The smoke emitted by the fire contains large numbers25
of aerosol particles acting as CCN. The co-existence of strong deep convection and
extreme aerosol concentration makes pyro-clouds well-suited objects for the study of
aerosol-microphysics interactions and their impact on convection dynamics. At the
same time, pyro-clouds are peculiar in their dynamic structure because of the extreme
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vigor induced by the heating from the fire. There is also a strong influence of the
dynamics, particularly the updraft velocities, on cloud microphysics and precipitation
formation. In smoky environments and pyro-convection in the Amazon region, Andreae
et al. (2004) observed strongly delayed onset of precipitation compared to clouds in
clean conditions, which resulted in more vigorous convection once the glaciation level5
was reached.
In the experiment loCCN, we tested the sensitivity of the Chisholm pyroCb to the
enhanced availability of CCN from the fire by performing a sensitivity study in which
we assumed that the aerosol particles emitted by the fires are inactive as CCN. In this
scenario, the formation of clouds was based on the assumption of a CCN concentration10
of 200 cm−3, a value representative of clean conditions in remote continental areas
(Pruppacher and Klett, 1997).
3.2 Background meteorology
The development of extremely strong pyroCbs in boreal regions is almost always ob-
served to coincide with the passage of synoptic cold fronts (Fromm et al., 2000, 2005;15
Fromm and Servranckx, 2003). Typically, large pyroCb events are favored when hot
and dry air masses associated with a high pressure system are replaced by colder,
less stable air masses.
There are clear indications for a connection between a passing cold front and the
intensification of the convection induced by the Chisholm fire. The development of the20
Chisholm pyroCb was captured by remote sensing from several platforms (Rosenfeld
et al., 2006)1. RADAR observations show a convective rain band propagating through
the fire region from the southwest, a typical signature of a cold front. Whereas the
fire convection was moderate and fanning before the passage of the front, it intensified
into severe pyro-convection at 02:00UTC, exactly upon the arrival of the rain band.25
Similarly, observations from the Advanced Very-High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
show that the blow-up occurred during the passage of the cloud band associated with
the cold front (Fromm and Servranckx, 2003). As measured by the automated weather
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stations in the Chisholm region, temperature dropped by more than 10K between 1700
and 2000 LT (23:00–02:00UTC) on 28/29 May (ASRD, 2001), just before the pyro-
convection was observed to peak by the RADAR observations. This temperature de-
crease occurred before sunset and is much greater than the typical diurnal variation in
the late afternoon.5
Meteorological conditions affect deep pyro-convection in several ways. As shown for
the reference simulation (Trentmann et al., 2006), the energy budget of the Chisholm
pyroCb is dominated by the release of latent heat from condensing water vapor. Most
of this water vapor, however, is entrained from the ambient atmosphere, whereas the
contribution of the water vapor released by the fire accounts for only a small fraction10
of less than 10% (Trentmann et al., 2006). This underlines the dominant role of at-
mospheric conditions, especially the convective instability, humidity and wind shear
for the evolution of pyro-convection. Wind speed and wind shear affect turbulent mix-
ing and hence the amount of entrainment at various altitude levels. For the case of
the Chisholm pyroCb, the amount of air entrained from intermediate tropospheric al-15
titude levels is comparable to the entrainment within the boundary layer (Trentmann
et al., 2006). This has important implications for the sensitivity of the convection to
the meteorological conditions, i.e., temperature, humidity and wind field in the middle
troposphere.
Since the fire front is approximately linear, the orientation of the low level wind field20
relative to the fire front plays an important role. The passing cold front resulted in
a change of the wind field, with surface wind gusts from changing directions (ASRD,
2001). During the passage of the cold front, the surface wind was oriented almost
parallel to the fire front. In this configuration, the air parcels were advected along the
fire front, exposing them to the heating of the fire for a maximum period of time while25
minimizing the entrainment of ambient air.
Since we did not explicitly represent the feedback of the atmospheric conditions on
the fire behavior in ATHAM, the assessment of the contribution of the atmosphere-fire-
feedback to the sensitivity to background meteorology is not considered in this study.
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For our simulations, the fire activity as well as fluxes of sensible heat, moisture and
aerosol particles were prescribed based on the observed fire activity as documented
in ASRD (2001).
The meteorological situation at the time of the blowup is depicted in Fig. 1. For the
reference simulation, we used the sounding from RAOB station 71 119 (Edmonton,5
150 km south of the fire) launched at 00:00UTC.
In a set of sensitivity experiments, we assessed the influence of changing back-
ground meteorology on the fire convection. Since there were not a sufficient num-
ber of observations available, we relied on ECMWF reanalysis data for this purpose.
We chose three meteorological profiles representative of pre-frontal (simulation PRE),10
frontal (FRONT), and post-frontal (POST) conditions from different locations in the op-
erational ECMWF reanalysis for 29 May 2001, 00:00UTC (Fig. 1). For these three
experiments, all parameters describing the fire forcing, namely the geometry of the
forcing and the release of sensible heat, water vapor, as well as aerosol particles were
set equal to those in REF.15
The vertical profiles of temperature, dew point temperature, and wind vectors used
are depicted in skew T -log(p) diagrams in Figs. 2a–c. For comparison, the radiosonde
sounding from 53.5◦N, 114.1◦W at 00:00UTC, which was used for the reference sim-
ulation, is shown in Fig. 2d. Table 2 gives values for convective available potential
energy (CAPE), water vapor column, and equivalent potential temperature for the four20
profiles.
The pre-frontal profile (53◦N, 111◦W) is characterized by rather warm temperatures
throughout the lower and middle troposphere with low relative humidities around 30–
40% at low levels and very dry air masses in the middle and upper troposphere above
600 hPa. In the boundary layer, the stratification is approximately neutral, and the tem-25
perature gradient is close to the saturated adiabatic lapse rate in the free troposphere.
The low level wind speed is about 17ms−1 from southeasterly directions.
For the frontal profile (54◦N, 116◦W), the boundary layer is still warm, whereas the
free troposphere is already influenced by colder air masses. The air is rather moist
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throughout the lower and middle troposphere up to about 400 hPa. At this level, the
wind continues to blow from southeasterly directions at slightly lower wind speeds than
in the pre-frontal profile. At higher levels, in contrast, the upper level trough gives rise
to strong southerly winds of around 30ms−1.
The post-frontal profile (56◦W, 117◦N) is characterized by low level temperatures that5
are significantly cooler than in the pre-frontal and frontal profiles. The relative humidity
is high in the boundary layer, but decreases strongly in the free troposphere. The
atmosphere is stably stratified in the lower troposphere and the temperature decreases
with an approximately moist-adiabatic lapse rate in the free troposphere. Whereas low
level winds are rather weak, there is a strongly pronounced upper level jet blowing from10
southerly directions similar to the frontal profile.
Due to the high humidity and warm temperatures, the equivalent potential temper-
ature in the boundary layer is greatest for frontal conditions (Table 2). Using parcel
theory, its convective instability can be quantified in terms of the convective available
potential energy (CAPE) (Emanuel, 1994). It is greatest for the frontal profile with15
CAPE=1170 J kg−1. For both the pre- and post-frontal profiles, the convective instabil-
ity is rather low, with CAPE values of 40 and 30 J kg−1, respectively.
The radiosonde profile features a deep boundary layer similar to PRE with warm
temperatures and 30% relative humidity at the surface. Due to the low humidity levels
close to the ground, its nominal CAPE value is much lower than the one obtained for20
REF. Above 700 hPa, by contrast, the sounding is moist with humidities close to sat-
uration. There is substantial entrainment of air into the pyroCb at intermediate levels,
therefore the humidity there strongly influences the convection, which is not reflected
in the calculation of CAPE. Upper level winds are significantly weaker than in FRONT
and POST. Surface winds blow from the south and veer to southeasterly directions in25
the free troposphere.
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4 Results
4.1 Definitions and analysis methods
We used different parameters and analysis methods to characterize the results from the
various numerical experiments. The relevant definitions are introduced in the following.
The resulting numerical values are summarized in Tables 3 and 4. Figures 3 and5
8 show 3-D visualizations of the modeled smoke plumes as 100µgm−3 aerosol iso-
surfaces with potential temperature as color shading.
Stratospheric penetration and the height to which the smoke is transported were
assessed by means of the vertical aerosol distribution as a function of geometrical
height (Fig. 4a) and potential temperature (Fig. 4b). The outflow height zout was defined10
as the geometrical level of the maximum of the vertical aerosol profile. We also defined
the maximum penetration height zmax as the level below which 99% of the aerosol mass
is located. All altitude levels are given as height above sea level. The ground level was
695m, 940m and 640m, for PRE, FRONT and POST, respectively, and 770m for REF.
In the absence of diabatic processes (radiation, microphysical processes, turbulent15
mixing), long range transport of air parcels in the lower stratosphere occurs along isen-
tropes. The aerosol mass distribution as a function of potential temperature (Fig. 4b)
is therefore useful for the assessment of troposphere-to-stratosphere transport. Due
to the large gradients of the potential temperature at the tropopause and above, this
region is better resolved in this representation compared to the lower troposphere. In20
order to better represent the low yet significant aerosol mass above the tropopause
we used a logarithmic scale. We masked out the region of high temperatures directly
above the fire by only considering aerosol above 5 km.
The dynamical tropopause (PV=2PVU) over the Chisholm region was located at
a potential temperature of about 332K at 11 km altitude. The stratospheric aerosol25
injection was estimated as total mass, mas, above this potential temperature level. The
tropopause level was similar for the PRE, FRONT, and POST profiles, hence for all
simulation runs the same threshold value of 332K was assumed for the estimation
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of aerosol injection into the stratosphere. Whereas mas is very useful for comparing
the different simulations, its absolute value should be treated with caution. Due to the
large vertical gradient in the aerosol concentration near the tropopause, it is extremely
sensitive to the tropopause definition and the simulation time. Since our simulations
did not account for removal by scavenging of interstitial aerosol particles, the numerical5
value of mas can be considered an estimate of the upper limit of aerosol mass injected
into the stratosphere.
We also used different parameters to characterize the vigor and the energy budget
of the pyro-convection for the various cases. The maximum vertical velocity wmax is
located close to the ground and mostly influenced by the fire forcing. Therefore, we10
additionally defined the mean updraft velocity as a parameter that is more characteristic
of the convection throughout the entire vertical column of the cloud:
w =
1∫
cadV
∫
wcadV. (1)
In order to represent the conditions in the updraft region of the pyro-cloud, the integra-
tion was performed over all grid boxes with more than 0.05 g kg−1 hydrometeor content15
and vertical velocity w≥5ms−1, and the aerosol mass concentration ca was used as a
weight function.
For the characterization of the pyroCb’s updraft region, we defined the mean vertical
profile of any quantity Q as
Q(z) =
∫
Q(x, y, z)w(x, y, z)ca(x, y, z)dxdy∫
wcadxdy
, (2)
20
where the vertical aerosol flux wca was used as a weight function and the integration
was performed for w>0.
Vertical profiles of the buoyancy and the mean hydrometeor mixing ratio are depicted
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in Figs. 5 and 10. The buoyancy b was calculated as
b(x, y, z) = g
ρ(x, y, z) − ρe(z)
ρe(z)
, (3)
where g is the acceleration of gravity and the in situ density ρ(x, y, z) and environ-
mental density ρe(z) were determined with consideration of the density effects of water
vapor and hydrometeor content.5
The vertical mean buoyancy b can be readily determined according to Eq. (2). The
integrated buoyancy IB can then be defined as
IB =
∫ ZLNB
Z0
b(z)dz, (4)
where the integration is performed from ground level Z0 to the level of neutral buoyancy
ZLNB with b(ZLNB)=0. IB indicates the amount of potential energy a smoky air parcel10
extracts from its buoyancy traveling from the fire to its LNB. It is closely related to CAPE.
Whereas the CAPE concept considers the energy of an air parcel traveling from the
boundary layer to its LNB and neglects effects of mixing, the IB concept calculates
the effective energy for the vertical column under full consideration of entrainment, and
also accounts for the effects of additional heat sources such as the fire forcing. In15
contrast to CAPE, however, detailed information about vertical profiles of temperature,
moisture and hydrometeor loading within the convection is required.
The results obtained for the reference simulation REF are presented in detail in Trent-
mann et al. (2006). In the following, the results of the sensitivity experiments are com-
pared with those of REF.20
4.2 Fire release of sensible heat
From the results obtained for SH50 and SH25, the sensitivity studies with the sensible
heat release from the fire reduced to 50 and 25% of the original value, respectively,
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a strong dependence of the cloud vertical plume development on the fire heating is
clearly evident (Figs. 3 and 4). In the reference simulation REF most of the smoke
outflow from the pyroCb occurs in the tropopause region and slightly below. Strato-
spheric penetration can be inferred from the high potential temperatures at the plume
top, with red, purple and blue colors in Fig. 3a indicating potential temperatures above5
∼335K. The plume exhibits a region where the cloud-aerosol mixture overshoots be-
yond the level of the anvil. Near the overshoot, the plume reaches maximum potential
temperatures in excess of 350K. Satellite observations of this “warm core” were also
reported by Fromm and Servranckx (2003). By contrast, for the SH50 simulation and
to a yet larger extent for SH25, the vertical development of the plume is much weaker10
with a much less established updraft region (Fig. 3b, c). Gravity-wave-like features are
apparent, however there is no distinct overshoot nor any warm core region. In both sim-
ulations, the plumes do not reach beyond the tropopause and remain at tropospheric
potential temperature and altitude levels.
For the simulations with reduced sensible heat release, the vertical distribution of15
aerosol mass is more diffuse and strongly shifted towards lower altitudes (Fig. 4a),
with outflow heights at 8.1 km for SH50 and 7.0 km for SH25, compared to 10.6 km for
REF. REF had a maximum penetration height zmax=12.2 km, whereas SH50 and SH25
only reached to zmax=10.7 km and zmax=9.5 km, respectively (Table 3).
In Fig. 4b, the difference between SH25, SH50 and REF is even more evident than20
in Fig. 4a. In REF, 7.1×105 kg of aerosol mass, a minor yet significant fraction (7%) of
the total 8.9×106 kg of aerosol released by the fire, is injected above the tropopause
after 40min integration time. Both the SH50 and the SH25 plumes, on the other hand,
are not able to overcome the tropopause mixing barrier. The SH50 plume features
large amounts of aerosol mass in the upper troposphere with the maximum of the25
distribution about 5K below the tropopause, however there is almost no aerosol above
332K (Fig. 4b).
Both the w and wmax strongly depend on the amount of sensible heat released by the
fire: w after 40min integration time drops from 18.1m/s for REF to 11.8m/s for SH50
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and 8.7m/s for SH25, with a similar decrease in wmax (3). IB was found to be almost
linearly proportional to the released sensible heat: Whereas REF resulted in a value of
2070 J/kg, IB was reduced to 1110 J/kg for SH50 and 610 J/kg for SH25.
Also the hydrometeor formation is very sensitive to the sensible heat forcing by the
fire. After 40min, 9.7×109 kg of hydrometeor mass was formed in REF, significantly5
more than the 6.1×109 kg and 2.9×109 kg obtained for SH50 and SH25, respectively.
The vertical profiles of hydrometeor mixing ratios (Fig. 5b) show that particularly at
higher levels much less water is condensed for SH50 and SH25, because the pyroCbs
do not reach as high and become diluted at a much lower level. Hence, the higher
the release of sensible heat by the fire, the more efficient is the pyroCb at accessing10
the latent heat available from the background and fire moisture. Considering that the
latent heat from the condensation of hydrometeors contributes much more to the po-
tential temperature gain of air parcels in the pyroCb than the fire energy (Trentmann
et al., 2006), this positive feedback is an important aspect for the explanation of the
invigoration of the pyro-convection due to fire heating.15
4.3 Fire release of moisture
In contrast to the sensible heat, the release of latent heat by the fire was found to be
of rather low significance for the evolution of the Chisholm pyroCb. The 3-D structure
of the plume obtained for noH2O, the simulation without any moisture release from the
fire, is similar to that obtained for REF (Fig. 3a, d). The differences in IB, maximum20
and mean vertical updraft speed are also rather small (Table 3). The total hydrome-
teor mass for noH2O only decreased by 8% compared to REF. This is consistent with
the result from Trentmann et al. (2006), where we reported that the fire moisture only
accounts for less than 5–10% of the pyro-cloud’s water budget, whereas most of the
humidity and condensed water within the cloud stems from entrained environmental air.25
The low contribution of the fire moisture to cloud water and convection dynamics found
here does not support the hypothesis from Potter (2005), who stated that it constituted
a major portion of the cloud water and significantly influenced convection.
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Considering the vertical aerosol mass distribution, we found that the outflow level
zout of the pyro-cloud and the maximum penetration height zmax are shifted by only
0.2 and 0.3 km towards lower altitudes for noH2O compared to REF (Fig. 4a). Due
to the lack of latent heat released from the fire, however, the aerosol distribution as a
function of potential temperature (Fig. 4b) exhibits significantly lower aerosol mass at5
potential temperatures above the peak outflow level. Consequently, the total aerosol
mass above 332K is 4.3×105 kg for noH20, i.e., 35% lower than for REF.
4.4 Sensitivity to CCN emissions
For the loCCN simulation, the sensitivity study assuming that the fire aerosol parti-
cles are inactive as CCN, we found rather small effects of the aerosol burden on the10
dynamics. In contrast to results from observational studies of pyro-clouds in the Ama-
zon (Andreae et al., 2004), our results suggest that the vertical development of the
Chisholm pyroCb would have been even slightly more vigorous without the fire aerosol.
As depicted in Fig. 3e, the 3-D structure of the smoke plume is very similar to the one
obtained for REF, albeit with a slightly higher overshoot and somewhat increased po-15
tential temperatures in the warm core region. The vertical aerosol mass distribution is
also almost equal to the result for REF, but features a maximum penetration height zmax
that is about 100m higher than that of REF (Fig. 4a). Again, the differences between
loCCN and REF are more pronounced in the distribution of aerosol mass as a function
of potential temperature. As shown in Fig. 4b, there is significantly more aerosol mass20
in the distribution’s upper tail at high potential temperatures. We found an aerosol mass
of 8.9×105 kg injected above the 332K tropopause level for loCCN, substantially more
than the 7.1×105 kg found for REF.
The other parameters describing the dynamic evolution of the pyroCb also show that
the omission of aerosol effects results in marginally stronger updraft dynamics. Both25
the mean updraft velocity w and the maximum updraft wmax are slightly larger than in
REF (Table 3). Also, IB obtained for loCCN is 2130 J kg−1, about 40 J kg−1 more than
in REF.
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In contrast to the dynamics, the cloud microphysics is strongly impacted by the fire
aerosol. As expected, the size of the hydrometeors in the reference study is much
smaller than in loCCN (Fig. 6). The hydrometeors of the small classes (cloud droplets
and ice crystals) are most abundant in the updraft region above the fire and the upper
part of the anvil. For REF their volume mean diameters (VMD) are smaller than 10µm5
throughout this region, with the exception of cloud areas outside of the smoke plume
or regions greatly diluted with ambient air masses (Fig. 6a). For droplets of this size,
autoconversion, i.e., formation of larger drops as a result of collision and coalescence
among small droplets, is inefficient, hence warm rain formation is strongly suppressed.
For loCCN, on the other hand, the VMD of the cloud droplets and ice crystals are10
20–30µm (Fig. 6b), a size where coagulation of droplets becomes active (Pruppacher
and Klett, 1997). For the large hydrometeors, however, the difference between REF
and loCCN is somewhat less pronounced. This size class is dominated by graupel
throughout the anvil. For loCCN, the VMD of graupel at the top of the updraft region
is almost 200µm. In the anvil, the graupel grows to a VMD of up to 400–700µm. For15
REF, the VMD of the graupel at the top of the updraft region is about 150µm (Fig. 6a).
Its growth is somewhat delayed further downwind compared to loCCN with VMD of
about 300–500µm in the lower part of the anvil, which is dominated by sedimenting
graupel.
Our results show that there is no precipitation formation within the updraft region20
in both the reference case and the case without “CCN-pollution”. At a mean vertical
velocity of some 17ms−1, air parcels are traveling from cloud base at 4000m to the
outflow level at 11 000m in about 7min, which is insufficient for the development of pre-
cipitation even in clean conditions. Hydrometeors large enough to settle under gravity
and precipitate are only developing outside the updraft, downwind of the fire and the25
updraft. This is consistent with the finding that, even though the Chisholm pyroCb was
very large and strong, almost no precipitation was recorded at the ground near the
fire location (ASRD, 2001). Also, in either case, all the cloud water reaches glaciation,
hence the amount of latent heat of freezing released is equal for both simulations. For
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the small droplet sizes characteristic of polluted clouds, however, freezing is greatly
delayed (Rosenfeld and Woodley, 2000). Immersion freezing can be described by the
stochastic hypothesis (Bigg, 1953). According to this theory, which is implemented in
ATHAM, the freezing probability is proportional to the droplet mass. Consequently, the
glaciation level for the smaller droplets in REF is much higher than for the bigger ones5
in loCCN. In fact, for REF most of the droplets do not freeze until they reach the level
of homogeneous freezing of about −39◦C at approx. 9 km.
Figure 7 depicts the mean liquid and frozen hydrometeor contents for REF and
loCCN, which were calculated according to Eq. (2), i.e., by using the upward aerosol
flux as a weight function. It is found that freezing in REF is shifted by about 1 km to10
higher altitudes compared to loCCN. The lower freezing level of loCCN explains its
slightly stronger vertical development: The earlier release of the latent heat of freezing
and consequent increase of buoyancy results in higher updraft velocities and stronger
overshooting. This is clearly evident from the vertical profiles of the mean buoyancy
(Fig. 5a). The profiles for REF and loCCN are equal throughout almost the entire tropo-15
sphere. Between 7 and 9 km, however, air parcels in REF are approximately neutrally
buoyant, whereas those in loCCN remain significantly positively buoyant. This matches
exactly the altitude range of the delayed glaciation.
4.5 Sensitivity to background meteorology
3-D visualizations of the aerosol plumes simulated for different meteorological condi-20
tions after a simulation time of 30min are shown in Fig. 8. Because of stronger upper
level winds of the ECMWF profiles, the plumes reached the boundaries of the model
domain earlier than in the simulations with the radiosonde profiles. Therefore we had
to limit the simulations to a 30min integration time. The aerosol iso-surfaces for PRE,
FRONT and POST, the three experiments with ECMWF background profiles, are dis-25
tinctly different from each other, and also differ from the one obtained for the reference
simulation, for which the meteorological profiles from radiosonde observations were
used.
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For PRE, the experiment conducted with pre-frontal meteorological background con-
ditions, the plume overshoots to levels close to the tropopause, however most of the
aerosol remains in the mid-troposphere. The upper level winds are weaker than those
in FRONT and POST, therefore the plume is more compact and less ambient air is en-
trained into the pyroCb. As shown in Fig. 9a and Table 4, the maximum height of smoke5
injection is at about 11 km, the vertical aerosol distribution for PRE has a maximum at
6.0 km altitude, where most of the outflow occurs.
This distribution can be understood in terms of the temperature and humidity profiles
(Fig. 2a, Sect. 3.2). Due to the warm potential temperatures in the boundary layer,
the air masses of the portion of the smoke plume situated below cloud base are highly10
buoyant (Fig. 10a). Compared to the more moist conditions in FRONT and POST,
however, the dry ambient air in PRE results in a higher cloud base and less latent
heat released (Fig. 10b). The total hydrometeor mass in the pyroCb simulated for PRE
is 2.5×109 kg, compared to 6.2×109 kg for FRONT. Also, background mid and upper
tropospheric temperatures are substantially warmer. Consequently, air parcels in the15
pyroCb already become strongly negatively buoyant at about 6 km altitude. Air parcels
overshooting this level therefore tend to sink back, giving rise to the observed peak
in the aerosol distribution at this altitude. No aerosol is transported beyond potential
temperatures of about 335K, consequently the amount injected above the tropopause
level is very small compared to that in FRONT (Fig. 9b, Table 4).20
In the POST case, the aerosol plume only penetrates to zmax=9.7 km. Due to strong
upper level winds, the plume is quickly advected to northwesterly directions and the
maximum altitude is reached far downwind of the fire location. The air in the boundary
layer is colder and more stably stratified than in PRE and FRONT (Fig. 2), therefore
the air masses in the plume are significantly less buoyant in the lowermost 4 km of25
the troposphere. Above approx. 6 km, the air parcels in the smoke plume become
negatively buoyant, resulting in an outflow level at zout=6.6 km altitude. Due to the high
humidity in the boundary layer (about 9 g kg−1) and the colder temperatures (15◦C at
ground level), the pyroCb’s cloud base is at 3.5 km, lower than for PRE and FRONT.
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The latent heat release results in a temperature lapse rate within the plume that is only
slightly larger than the ambient lapse rate. Consequently, the plume air parcels are
almost neutrally buoyant between 5 km and 9 km (Fig. 10a). Along with the strong wind
shear, this explains that the aerosol mass is almost evenly distributed in this altitude
range (Fig. 9a). There is no significant amount of aerosol above 330K (Fig. 9b). The5
aerosol mass injected into the stratosphere is therefore very small (Table 4).
Due to the warm and moist air masses in the boundary layer (Fig. 2b), the profile
used in FRONT is strongly convectively unstable. The air parcels in the updraft re-
gion of the pyroCb therefore remain positively buoyant up to a level of about 10 km
(Fig. 10a). Between approximately 7 and 8 km the buoyancy is reduced to almost zero,10
due to the delayed glaciation induced by the aerosol effect on microphysics described
in Sect. 4.4. The pyroCb significantly overshoots into the tropopause inversion and
reaches a maximum penetration height of zmax=11.8 km. The aerosol distribution as a
function of potential temperature features a maximum at 330K. 3.5×105 kg of aerosol
mass is injected above the 332K tropopause, slightly more than in REF.15
Even though FRONT and REF are similar in terms of vertical aerosol distribution,
the total masses of condensed hydrometeors and stratospheric aerosol injection, as
well as the 3-D shape of the plumes are significantly different (Figs. 8). In REF the
anvil spreads into a round, umbrella-like shape, while the anvil obtained for FRONT is
advected much faster into the downwind direction because of a much more pronounced20
jet in the UT/LS region in this simulation. The cloud top structure obtained for REF
more closely resembles observations from RADAR and satellite borne radiometers
and should therefore be considered the best approximation of the real world situation.
The integrated buoyancy IB is rather large for all background profiles used. It is
largely dominated by the contribution from the fire heating at low levels, where the25
smoky air parcels are least diluted. The difference in IB between the various numer-
ical experiments correlates well with the mean vertical velocities. For FRONT, IB is
highest at 2290 J kg−1, and w=17.2m s−1. For PRE and POST, IB is somewhat lower
with 1970 J kg−1 and 1860 J kg−1, respectively, and w is reduced to 16.8ms−1 and
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15.3ms−1, respectively (Table 4).
5 Summary and conclusions
We have presented numerical experiments studying the sensitivity of deep-convective
transport of smoke from the Chisholm wildfire into the UT/LS to fire emissions and
background meteorology. From our results we conclude that the evolution of the pyroCb5
convection and the transport to the UT/LS is dominated by the heat release from the
fire and the background meteorology. The release of water vapor and aerosol particles
were found to be of much lower significance.
The finding that sensible heat release is the most important parameter influencing
the Chisholm pyroCb convection is consistent with other studies (Penner et al., 1986;10
Lavoue´ et al., 2000), and should apply similarly to other cases of pyro-convection. Air
parcels receiving greater input of heat from the fire ascend to higher altitudes, thereby
condensing and freezing more of the available water and releasing additional latent
heat, thus giving rise to a positive feedback. The strength of this feedback strongly
depends on the meteorological conditions, such as the background temperature and15
moisture profiles.
As discussed in Trentmann et al. (2006), there is significant uncertainty about the
partitioning of the combustion energy between sensible heat available for convection
and energy that is lost radiatively. According to our simulations, the structure, altitude
and penetration height observed during the peak activity of the Chisholm pyroCb can20
only be reproduced if the radiative loss is assumed to be small compared to the heat
available for convection. Consequently, the radiative loss is likely to be smaller than the
values of 30–60% obtained from laboratory and field studies of small fires (McCarter
and Broido, 1965; Packham, 1969). Possibly, a major portion of the radiation becomes
intercepted by the pyroCb itself, which is rather intransparent in the thermal IR. It is25
also conceivable that there is a scale effect involved: the larger the fire, the larger the
volume of air-mass getting entrained into the convection and the higher the ratio of
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fire radiation absorbed within that region. Radiative energy absorbed on small spatial
scales results in sensible heating, consequently reducing the radiative loss.
The low sensitivity of the pyro-convection dynamics to the release of fire moisture
is in contrast with the results of Potter (2005), who postulated, based on theoretical
considerations and observations, that the fire moisture could account for a large portion5
of the liquid water content and strongly contribute to the updraft dynamics for many
pyro-clouds. Certainly, the relative contribution of the fire moisture to the cloud liquid
water depends strongly on the environmental humidity, entrainment and fuel moisture.
Its impact on convection dynamics is determined by the ratio of latent to sensible heat
released by the fire. This ratio is constrained by reasonable ranges of fuel moisture and10
radiative losses. In a comment to Potter (2005), Luderer et al. (2006)2 show based on
the combustion equation that the assumptions used in Potter (2005) are inconsistent
with the relative amounts of combustion heat and released moisture. Hence, for pyro-
convection the role of fuel moisture is generally less important than that of sensible
heat.15
According to our model experiments, the updraft dynamics of the Chisholm pyroCb is
only weakly affected by CCN effects on microphysics. While previous studies reported
stronger convection with increasing CCN pollution (Andreae et al., 2004; Koren et al.,
2005; Wang, 2005), our findings are opposite: The updraft dynamics in the reference
experiment is slightly weaker than without CCN inputs from the fire. In Andreae et al.20
(2004) and Koren et al. (2005), the invigoration of deep convection with increasing
aerosol abundance is explained by a delay in precipitation formation and consequent
suppression of downdrafts and warm rain. In this scenario, convection reaches higher
and is more likely to reach the freezing level, thereby releasing additional latent heat.
Because of the lack of precipitation formation within the updraft region for both the25
reference and the loCCN simulations, there are no invigorating effects of CCN on dy-
2Luderer, G., Trentmann, J., and Andreae, M. O.: Comment on “A new look on the role of
released moisture on the dynamics of pyro-convection”, Int. J. Wildland Fire, in preparation,
2006.
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namics for the special case of mid-latitude pyro-convection studied here. The weak
negative feedback can be explained by the delay in the freezing of the small cloud
droplets in the polluted case, resulting in later release of the latent heat of freezing and
decreased buoyancy.
Two-moment microphysics schemes such as the one used in this study are limited5
in their ability to simulate the development of precipitation-sized hydrometeors. The
width of the hydrometeor size distribution is prescribed, therefore the broadening of
the droplet spectrum through collision and coalescence is not reproduced. As a con-
sequence, the simulated precipitation formation might be underestimated. We had to
limit ourselves to this approach due to computational constraints. Efforts to implement10
a more complex spectral hydrometeor scheme (Khain et al., 2000) for further investi-
gations are under way.
From sensitivity experiments with different background profiles we inferred that me-
teorological effects are of major importance for the convection dynamics. Due to the
large contribution of latent heat release from entrained moisture to the total convection15
energy and the significant entrainment at intermediate levels (Trentmann et al., 2006),
the convection is strongly influenced by the humidity in the low and mid-troposphere.
Whereas initialization with a frontal profile resulted in substantial stratospheric smoke
injection, the vertical development was much weaker for the pre-frontal and post-frontal
profiles. This finding is in good agreement with the severe intensification of the pyro-20
convection upon the passage of a cold front that was observed for the Chisholm py-
roCb (Fromm and Servranckx, 2003; Rosenfeld et al., 20061) as well as other pyroCbs
(Fromm et al., 2005).
The recently discovered phenomenon of biomass smoke injection into the lower
stratosphere by severe pyro-convection might have substantial impact on atmospheric25
chemistry and climate. For the case of the Chisholm pyroCb, we were able to re-
produce the stratospheric smoke injection. We identified fire heating and background
meteorology as the most important contributing factors. Assessing the effects of pyro-
convection on a global scale is challenging. It requires not only accurate knowledge
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about the frequency of pyroCB events but also about the altitude and potential temper-
ature level to which biomass smoke is transported. For this purpose, and the develop-
ment of parameterizations, additional studies of other pyroCb events with a variety of
atmospheric conditions and fire activities are required.
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Table 1. Values of fire emissions of sensible heat, moisture, and CCN number used in the
experiments studying the sensitivity to fire activity. All quantities are given in per unit fire front
length.
Simulation Heat Moisture CCN
run 106 W m−1 kg (m s)−1 1012 (m s)−1
REF 239 12.2 41.8
SH50 119 12.2 41.8
SH25 60 12.2 41.8
loCCN 239 12.2 0
noH2O 239 0 41.8
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Table 2. Background meteorological profiles used for the experiments studying the sensitiv-
ity to background meteorology. CAPE, water vapor column (WVC) and equivalent potential
temperature θe in the boundary layer are given for comparison between the three simulations
based on ECMWF meteorology and the reference simulation.
Simulation Location CAPE WVC θe
run [J kg−1] [kg m−2] [K]
PRE 53◦ N, 111◦W 40 17.8 319
FRONT 54◦ N, 116◦W 1170 23.4 322
POST 56◦ N, 117◦W 30 21.5 317
REF 53.5◦ N, 114◦W 131 22.0 321
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Table 3. Numerical values of outflow height zout, maximum penetration height zmax, mean up-
draft velocity w, integrated buoyancy IB, total hydrometeor massmht, and stratospheric aerosol
injectionmas obtained for simulation runs with different fire activity after 40min integration time.
See text for definition of these quantities.
Simulation zout zmax wmax w IB mht mas
run [km] [km] [m s−1] [m s−1] [kJ kg−1] [109 kg] [103 kg]
REF 10.6 12.2 38.0 18.1 2.07 9.7 710
SH50 8.1 10.7 29.0 11.8 1.11 6.1 1.4
SH25 7.0 9.5 23.2 8.7 0.61 2.9 0
noH20 10.4 11.9 37.5 17.1 2.02 9.0 430
loCCN 10.6 12.3 38.0 19.0 2.13 9.8 890
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Table 4. Numerical values of outflow height zo, maximum penetration height zmax, mean up-
draft velocity w, integrated buoyancy IB, total hydrometeor massmht, and stratospheric aerosol
injection mas obtained for simulation runs with different meteorological setups after 30min inte-
gration time.
Simulation zout zmax wmax w IB mht mas
run [km] [km] [m s−1] [m s−1] [kJ kg−1] [109 kg] [103 kg]
PRE 6.0 10.8 41.6 16.8 1.97 2.5 12
FRONT 10.2 11.8 40.5 17.2 2.29 6.2 350
POST 6.6 9.7 41.2 15.3 1.86 3.5 2.3
REF 10.6 12.1 38.2 16.8 2.04 6.4 300
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Fig. 1. Surface fields of potential temperature (color shading) and specific humidity (contour
lines) from ECMWF operational reanalysis for southwestern Canada. The red circle indicates
the fire location, the blue asterisk is at the position where the radiosonde was launched (53.5◦ N,
114◦W), and black crosses indicate the locations from which profiles representative of pre-
frontal (53◦ N, 111◦W), frontal (54◦ N, 116◦W) and post-frontal (56◦ N, 117◦W) conditions were
adopted.
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(a) 53◦ N, 111◦ W (b) 54◦ N, 116◦ W
(c) 56◦ N, 117◦ W (d) Observation
Fig. 2. Profiles of temperature (dash-dotted) and dew point temperature profiles (solid) from
ECMWF reanalysis for (a) pre-frontal, (b) frontal, (c) post-frontal conditions as well as (d)
from radiosonde observations at 53.5◦ N, 114◦ W in skew T - log p representation. Arrows
indicate vertical wind profiles with every full barb corresponding to 10 m s−1. Thin skewed
solid lines represent lines of constant temperature. Water vapor mixing ratios are given by
the thin dashed lines. Dry adiabats are plotted as thin dash-dotted lines. Pseudo-adiabats
are represented as thin dotted lines.
35
Fig. 2. Profiles of temper ture (dash-do ted) and dew point temperature profiles (solid) from
ECMWF reanalysis for (a) pre-frontal, (b) frontal, (c) post-frontal conditions as ell as (d) from
radiosonde observations at 53.5◦ N, 114◦W in skew T -logp representation. Arrows indicate
vertical wind profiles with every full barb corresponding to 10ms−1. Thin skewed solid lines
represent lines of constant temperature. Water vapor mixing ratios are given by the thin dashed
lines. Dry adiabats are plotted as thin dash-dotted lines. Pseudo-adiabats are represented as
thin dotted lines.
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(a) REF
(b) SH50 (c) SH25
(d) noH20 (e) loCCN
Fig. 3. 100 µg m−3 iso-surface of aerosol concentration after 40 min integration time for
(a) the reference simulation, (b) the sensitivity studies SH50, (c) SH25, (d) noH2O, and (e)
loCCN. The color shading indicates potential temperature.
36
Fig. 3. 100 µgm−3 iso-surface of aerosol concentration after 40min integration time for (a) the
reference simulation, (b) the sensitivity studies SH50, (c) SH25, (d) noH2 , and (e) loCCN.
The color shading indicates potential temperature.
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Fig. 4. Vertical distribution of aerosol mass as a function of altitude (a) and as a function of
potential temperature (b) after 40 min integration time. The 2 PVU tropopause is located at
332 K/11.0 km.
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Fig. 5. Vertical profiles of (a) mean buoyancy b and (b) mean hydrometeor content in the
pyroCb’s updraft region.
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Fig. 4. Vertical distribution of aerosol mass as a function of altitude (a) and as a function of
potential temperature (b) after 40min integr tion time. The 2PVU tropopause is located at
332K/11.0 km.
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Fig. 4. Vertical distribution of aerosol mass as a function of altitude (a) and as a function of
potential temperature (b) after 40 min integration time. The 2 PVU tropopause is located at
332 K/11.0 km.
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Fig. 5. Vertical profiles of (a) mean buoyancy b and (b) mean hydrometeor content in the
pyroCb’s updraft region.
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Fig. 5. Vertical profiles of (a) mean buoyancy b and (b) mean hydrometeor content in the
pyroCb’s updraft region.
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Fig. 6. Sensitivity of hydrometeor volume mean diameter (VMD) to CCN abundance. Di-
ameters are depicted for (a) small size classes (cloud droplets and ice crystals) in REF, (b)
small size classes in loCCN, (c) large size classes (rain drops and graupel) in REF, (d) large
size class in loCCN. Contour lines give aerosol concentration in µg m−3.
38
Fig. 6. Sensitivity of hydrometeor volumemean diameter (VMD) to CCN abundance. Diameters
are depicted for (a) small size classes (cloud droplets and ice crystals) in REF, (b) small size
classes in loCCN, (c) large size classes (rain drops and graupel) in REF, (d) large size class in
loCCN. Contour lines give aerosol concentration in µgm−3.
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Fig. 7. Mean content of liquid and frozen hydrometeors for REF and loCCN.
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Fig. 7. Mean content of liquid and frozen hydrometeors for REF and loCCN.
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(a) PRE (b) FRONT
(c) POST (d) REF
Fig. 8. 100 µg m−3 iso-surface of aerosol concentration for three simulations (a) PRE, (b)
FRONT, (c) POST with different ECMWF background meteorology and (d) the baseline
simulation REF after 30 min integration time.
40
Fig. 8. 100µgm−3 iso-surface of aerosol concentration for three simulations (a) PRE, (b)
FRONT, (c) POST with different ECMWF background meteorology and (d) the baseline simu-
lation REF after 30min integration time.
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Fig. 9. Vertical distribution of aerosol mass (a) as a function of altitude and (b) as a function
of potential temperature after 30 min integration time.
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Fig. 10. Vertical profiles of (a) mean buoyancy b and (b) mean hydrometeor content in the
pyroCb’s updraft region.
41
Fig. 9. Vertical distribution of aerosol mass (a) as a function of altitude and (b) as a function of
potential temper ture after 30min integration time.
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Fig. 9. Vertical distribution of aerosol mass (a) as a function of altitude and (b) as a function
of potential temperature after 30 min integration time.
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Fig. 10. Vertical profiles of (a) mean buoyancy b and (b) mean hydrometeor content in the
pyroCb’s updraft region.
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